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ABSTRACT 

Experimental problems in the application of the Berg
Barrett Method to the observation of dislocations in metal 
single c r ystals a re dis c u ssed . The problem of background 
nois~ caused by fluorescense from the s pecimen and inelastic 
scattering is considered. A c r i t e rion for selecLing an 
appropria t e f ilte r to discriminate against the background 
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noise is presented. The problem of multiple images is 
discussed and a scheme for selecting diffraction geometry to 
eliminate unwanted images is presented. A detailed description 
of the r e l a t ive ly simple equipment used in B-B work is given. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Berg-Barrett x-ray extinction contrast (B-B) method of dislocation 

observation h as proven to be a useful research tool . The me thod has been 

used in the W. M. Keck Laboratory to reveal individual dislocations in 

s tudies of dislocation mobility in several materials. In the course of 

these studies, various techniques have been developed which greatly simplify 

the application of the method to different materials with various crystal 

structures, using appropriate radiations and observation surfaces. 

The r e are numerous reports (Roberts and Gow, 1958; Newkirk, 1959; 

Lommel and Kronberg, 1962; Robinson and Levinstein, 1962; Webb, 1962; 

Schultz and Armstrong , 1964; Armstrong , 1965; Austerman, Newkirk and 
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Smith, 1965; Pope, Vree land, and Wood, 1967; Austerman and Newkirk, 1967; 

Bonse , Hart and Newkirk, 1967) in the literature of the application of the 

B-B method. However, poor experimental techniques have l ed some investi-

gator s t o e rroneous conc lusions regarding the possibility of observing 

dislocations in some materials by means of the B-B method. Throu~h work 

on a variety of materials the authors have deve loped certain experimental 

techniques which appear to be generally applicable for overcoming the 

difficulties of using the B-B method to observe dislocations. 

THE METHOD 

The arrangement of the experimental apparatus is shown schematically 

in Fig . 1. Radiation f rom the x-ray source A is incident on a surface 

(obse r vat i on surface) of the specimen B. The angle cp is adjusted so that 

the K characteristic radiation of the x-ray tube is diffracted f r om a set 
Ci 

o( lattice planes (indicated by dotted lines) to produce an image (ab) 

on the film C. The slits D prevent the incident bearn from exposing the 

film where the diffrac ted image appears. 

Dislocations which lie close to the observation s ur face of the 

s pecime n are o bserved because they produce a line of contrast in the 

diffracted image. The nature and origin of this contrast is discussed 

by Newkirk, Bonse and Hart (1967). The strength of the contrast depends 

upon the r elationships between the Burgers vector, b, the diffraction 

-
vector, g , and the slip plane normal n (Newkirk, Bonse and Hart, 1967). 

This property of the contrast allows one t o determine the direction of 

the Burgers vec t o r (Newkirk, 1959). 
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PROBLEMS 

Signal to Noise Ratio 

The F;r<.~atest problem in the application o E the B-B method to the 

observatior' of dislocations in metals is background noise. By noise we 

mean radiation which reaches the film but is not part of the diffracted 

x-ray beam which we wish to observe. There are three sources of noise: 

fluorescent radiation from the specimen, inelastically scattered x-rays , 

and additional diffracted beams. Noise of the first two types produces 

a nearly uniform blackening of the film superimposed on the illl..lge. When 

the Bragg condition is satisfied for more than one set of lattice planes 

multiple images are produced on the film. These images are displaced 

relative to each other so that contrast effects are obscured. It has 

been found that in some metallic crystals the contrast at dislocations 

in the B-B image is nearly impossible to detect unless steps are taken 

to reduce the intensity of the background noise which reacues the film. 

Fluorescense and Inelastic Scattering 

The difficulty presented by fluorescent radiation from the specimen 

depends strongly on the relative wavelengths of the fluorescense and 

the diffracted beam. The equation for absorption of x-rays by a filter 

is: 

R III 
0 

where the transmission ratio, R, is the ratio of transmitted intensity, 

I, to incident intensity I , ~is the linear absorption coefficient for 
0 
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the filter and x is the path length for the x-rays to traverse the filter. 

[n the B-B method when a filter is placed betW<!en the spec.: Lmen and the 

film the diffracted beam which makes an angle u with the plane of the foil 

has a tr1n s wis s ion ratio 

t esc 0t 
R e-~1 

where ~l Ls the linear absorption coefficient of the filter at the diffracted 

beam wavelengtl1, and t is the filter thickness. The fluorescent radiation 

passes through the foil over a range of angles, but that fluorcsc0nsc which 

is most diffic.:ul t to attenuate passes perpendicularly through the foLJ. 

The transmission ratio for this radiation is therefore: 

R' -1-L t 
e 2 

where ~2 is the absorption coefficient of the filter at the fluorescent 

radiation wavelength. The efficiency of the filter can then be expressed 

as the ratio of the transmission ratios of the diffracted and fluorescent 

beams. 

R I /R 

For specimens of light elements such as aluminum, ~2 is much greater 

than ~l for almost all filter materials. Therefore, fur the values of 0t 

which are most commonly used in practice, almost any filter material will 

yield a sufficiently large signal to noise ratio. 

K series fluorescense from elements such as Zn, Cu, and Fe however 

is of nearly the same energy as many of the common x-ray tube characteristic 

lines. Therefore, ~l and ~2 will be significantly different only when 

the filter is chosen so that its K absorption edge wavelength is between 
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the wavelength of the diffracted beam and the wavelength of the fluorescens~. 

In order for ~l and ~2 to have the proper relationship the diffracted be~n 

wa,~ lcngth must be longer than the wavelength nf the specimen flutresccnL 

radiation. Tht~n the fluorescense exciteu by the shurt wavelength white 

ra<.liation in the tube spectrum can be sufficiently attenuated hy lhe 

proper thickness of filter. It is not possible to give a definiLt· value 

for R'/R which is required for the best results. However, (or work with 

specimens of Zn, Cu, and Fe, a value of t(~2 - ~l esc a) ~ 4 was found to 

be adequate. Table I shows the radiation types which are compaLibJc .-Jith 

filtering for severa l specimen materials, and the filter material usually 

used . 

Specimen 
Material 

Zn 

Cu 

F e 

TABLE I 

Radiation 
K line 

a 

Cu 

Co 

Fe 

Cr 

Co 

Fe 

Cr 

Cr 

FiLter 

Ni 

Fe 

Fe 

v 

Fe 

Fe 

v 

v 

If specimens of heavier elements are to be examined with x-rays of 

wavelength between CrKa and CuKa' different solutions to possible 

fluorescense problems would be required. The cases of Mo and W specimens 
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can be considered as ~xamples . If CuK radiation is used to illuminate 
Q' 

,1 Mo sample there is no filter material which will absorb the fluorescent 

:adiat ion more than tne diffracted beam. Howev er, the fluor.t!scens..! from 

the Mo can be suppressed by lowering the operating voltage of the x-ray 

tube. For an operating voltage below 20 KV no MoK fluorescense would be 
Q' 

produced. No K fluorescense would be produced from a W specimen for tube 
Q' 

operaLlng voltages below 70 KV. However, the WL O'l fluorescense with 

0 

wavelength 1.476A would be present. If the illuminating radiation for 

theW specimen were CuKO' with wavelength 1.54lA the WLO'l fluorescense 

0 

could be filtered with a Ni filter with a K absorption edge at 1 . 488A. 

The use of a filter between the specimen and the film also he lps to 

reduce the amount of inelastically scattered radiation which reaches the 

film. The incoherent radiation forms a continuous spectrum shifted 

slightly in energy from the x-ray tube spcctru1n. A single filler will 

not strongly attenuate all of the waveleng ths in Lhe i ncohere11Lly scattered 

radialion. Howc!ver, it has been found experimentally thal the sum of the 

noise from fluorescense and inelastic scattering can usually be reduced 

to acceptable levels by the single K edge filter described for attenuating 

the fluorescent radiation. 

Additional Diffracted Beams 

The other important source of noise is unwanted Bragg reflections of 

the tube K characteristic which occur when the Bragg conditions are 
Q' 

satisfied simultaneously for more than one set of reflcctinh planes. Fig. 

2a shows an example in copper where the Bragg condilions W<!rl' s imullancously 

satisfied by five sets of planes. A large specimen lo f dm dislauce was 

used in obtaining this photograph. In the B-B method the film is placed 
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very c lose to Llle s pecimen. This means that imagc!s procluced by separate 

diffracled beams overlap and one image obscures the clctail in the other. 

Addit ional diffracted beams can be avoided by properly choosing the 

diffraction geome try . A simple extension of a ste r eographic projec tion 

for tlw c r ysta l in quest ion is used to select a suitable inciclent bt'aHl 

direcl.Lcn . The locus of incident beam directions which satisfy the Bragg 

condLtion s is drawn on the projection for each possible r ef l ec ting plane . 

Fig. 3 s hows severa l examples of these reflection loci plol s . They are 

cons truc t ed ort a stereographic represe ntation of the cryslal centered on 

the normal to the observation surface. A separate plot i s cons tructed 

for each radiation of interest. The stere ographic projec tion includes 

the po l es of all set s of planes which can satisfy the Bragg conditions. 

The l ocus of incident directions which satisfy the Bragg conditions for 

a g iven set of planes (hkl) and a given radiat Lon is a circular cone with 

half apex angle 90° - 9hkl and the cone axis is the pole of the (l~l) 

plane. The s t ereographic projection of this cone is a small circle on 

the Wulff net, but the center of the circle on the proj ec tion is displaced 

radially outward from the projection of the pole of the (hkl) plane, Fig. 

4. The cent e r o f this circle is easily located by the construction shown 

in Fig . 4. First the projection is rotated until the (hkl) pole lies on 

the e quator of the Wulff net. The point A, 90° - Bhkl from the pole 

measured along the equator is located, and point B, 90° - ehkl from the 

pole measured along a great circle of the Wulff net is located. The 

perpendicular bisector (PP') of the line AB is constructed. The center, 

C, of the locus circle is then the intersection of PP' with the equator. 

The radius of the c ircle is AC . The construction of a reflection loci 

plot as in Fig . 3 is accomplished by drawing the loc us circles for all 
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possible reflecting planes in the interior of the stcrcographic projection. 

Circles arc not drawn for p o les lying on the outer circle of the Wulff net 

since diffracted beams from these sets of plan•!S go into the crystal. 

A computer program was written to aid in t h e rapid and accur~te 

preparation of stcreographic projections and reflecting locus plots for 

an arbi trary crystal surface. Cartesian coordinates are calculated for 

the projections of the poles of interest, for the centers of the locus 

circles, and for a point on each circle. This info~mation is obtained 

in tabu] ar form and may either be plotted by hand, or by a high speed 

plotter connected to the computer. 

Once the r ef lection locus plots are prepared the incident beam 

directions which produce a single reflection can be easily located. Because 

the specimen and x-ray focal spot have dimensions greater than zero , the 

incident beam direction on the desired reflecting circle must hav~ a c l ear 

angular "window'' around it. Reflecting circles fo~ other sets of planes 

must not pass through this "window'' or multiple images will result. The 

angular dimensions of the clear "window'' required depend on the size of 

the projection of the specimen surface in the plane perpendicular to the 

incident beam, the specimen to source distance, and the size of the 

projection of the source focal spot in a plane perpendicular to the beam. 

If d , d are the dimensions of the projection of the obse~vation surface, 
X y 

D the specimen to source distance, and a and a the dimension of the 
X y 

projection of the focal spot, the window angle is defined by 

~-
tan_! 

2 

d . + a. 
~ ~ 

2D 

For the usua l case where a. < < d. < < D this reduces to 
~ ~ 

i x ,y 
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d. 
l. 

'\ ~ o 

Several examp l es of reflection loci plots are shown in Fig. 3. Each 

Loci plot is accompanied by a topograph taken using the r ef lection ''windo~' 

indicated on the plot. The incident beam direction whic h produced the 

five diff r acted beams in Fig. 2a is indicated in the loci pl o t of Fig. 2b. 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

The problems of noise discussed above place some r es tric tions on 

the radiation and incident beam directions whic h can be used to obtain 

satisfactory B-B images. However within these limitations there r ema ins 

considerable flexibility in the choice of the parameters oi the B-B method. 

It is the r efore necessary to analyse the effects of these parameters o n 

the properties of image contrast, resolution, reflecting area, x-ray 

pe ne tration depth and exposure time, and image distortion. As a r(!sult 

of such an analysis it will be possible to determine the conditions which 

will produce the optimum B-B image for a given investigation. 

Resolution, reflecting area, and image distortion for the zero layer 

reflection where the normals to the observation surface and the reflecting 

planes, a nd the incident and diffracted beams are all co-planar have 

been discussed by Newkirk (1959) and by Austerman a nd Newkirk (1967). 

Image contrast is discussed by Bonse, et al (1967). The discussion here 

will the refore be limited to consideration of x-ray pene tration depth 

and thos e aspects of reflecting area and penetration depth which are 

different in non-zero layer reflections. 

X-ray P ene tration Depth 
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The de pth to which x rays penetrate the specimen with s ufficie nt 

intensity to produce contrast depends on the wavelength of the x-rays, 

the absorption coeffic ient of the specimen, and the angles of incidence 

and diffrac tion . An ~stimate of the penetratic1n depth can be obtained 

by con s ide ring the atte nuation of the x-rays by true absorption alone. 

For true: a bsorption the ratio of the intensity of x-rays diffracted at a 

distance x be l ow the observation surface to one diffracted at the surface 

(Fig . 5) is: 

~ 
I ( O) 

-~x(csc ~ + esc Y) e 

The x-ray penetration depth may be defined as the depth (x) for which this 

ratio has some small value. For example the penetration depth which has 

an I(x )/I(O) value of one-tenth is 
p 

2.3 
X 

p ~(esc ~ + esc Y) 

Because this type of calculation does not consider the effect of anomalous 

absorption, and because it is not clear what value of I(x )/I(O) should 
p 

be used, it might not be quantitatively meaningful. However it is a 

useful basis for the comparison of penetration depths for different 

values of ~. ~ · andY. 

The above expression shows that x decreases with ~ and (esc ~ + 
p 

esc Y). Since~ decreases with decreasing wavelength except for the 

discontinuities at absorption edges, x can be maximized by using wave
p 

lengths much shorter than the K edge wavelength of the specimen; or if 

that is impractical, by using wavelengths slightly longer than the K 

edge wavelength. 
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Reflecting Area 

The area of the specimen surface which will reflccL is bounded by the 

reflecting curves of the extremes of the focal spot. Therelure the extent 

of the reflecting area depends on the effect ive size and shape of the 

x-ray source and the orientation of the reflecting curves . Fig. 6a shows 

the angular relationt;hips fo r the projection of a 15 x 1 mm focal spot 

onto th0 so~cimen as indicated by the solid areas in Fig. 6 b,c. The 

shaded area in Fig. 6b represents the r eflecting area for a zero layer 

reflection. The Lrace of the r ef l ecting planes js shown as a dot!.cd line 

j_n the fig11r<!. Fig. 6c shows the reflecting area for a non-zero ]ayer 

reflection. The difference be tween zero layer and non-zero layer reflections 

is clearly shown in Fig. 2 where the center reflection is zero layer and 

the other four reflections are far from zero layer. If the observation 

surface of the specimen is larger in one direction than in the otlter, the 

reflecting area is maximum when the trace of the reflecting plane is 

parallel to the long direction; for observation of e quidime nsional surfaces 

the zero layer reflection has the maximum reflecting area. 

Image Distortion 

Newkirk (1959) has shown that the major distortion in zero layer 

reflections i s an e longation or foreshortening of the image in the 

direction parallel to the incident beam. When the film is placed parallel 

to the direct beam this magnification has the form: 

x' x sin( 29 - cp) 
sin 29 

where x is the true distance in the specimen surface and x' is the distance 

in the image. 
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There LS also a smaller distortion in the dirc~tion perpendicular to 

the beam for Zl!ro layer refle~tions. Becausl! points on tit(• opposi t e sides 

of the zero layer plane diffract x-rays which are incidcnL with opposite 

components normal to the zero layer plane a small magnification in the 

dir e cU on normal to the zero layer plane occurs. Since th.c film is in 

general not parallel to the specimen surface this magnification is 

diffe rent at different positions on the specimen. The ef(ect is that the 

image of a square specimen is a trapezoid as in Fig. 7. This divergence 

is gener ally small and can be ignored in many applicatj ons. 

For non-ze ro layer reflections all of the diffracted rays have a 

component norma l to the zero layer plane. Because the film is noL 

parallel to the specimen surface the image of a square region of the 

specimen will be mapped into a region which is approximately a parallelogram 

as shown in Fig . 7. The elongation or foreshcrtening of the specLmen in 

the direction parallel to the incident beam and the divergence distortion 

also occur for the non-zero layer image. Although the distortions cannot 

in general be completely eliminated they can always be calculated from a 

knowledge of the diffraction geometry and the orientation of the (ilm. 

Utility of the Reflection Loci Plots 

Improvement of one property of the B-B image often implies the 

degradation of one or more of the others. Therefore the optimum 

arrangement for producing a B- B image depends on the purpose of the 

investigation. For example, the depth of penetration increases as the 

incident angle increases, but the reflecting area and the area for which 

resolution is good decreases as the incident angle increases. Therefore, 
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in ord!.!r to obs<.:rvc dislocations lying fairly far below the spccimtn 

1-urfacc one would he v•il ling to sacrifice reflc•; ting area and resoJ ution 

r or increased penetrat ion depth. Howe ver both dislocations lying (' lose t o 

·:he observation surfa·::.e and s lip ba nds are easi ly observed when tht· 

penetration dcpLh is amal l. In these cases the increased reflec t ing area 

and resolution gained with small incident angles are mor e important than 

penetration depth . 

The reflection loci plots described above contain a ll of the geometric 

information about each possible reflection for a given r adiation and 

specimen. Consequent ly the loci plots have been f ound t o be very useful 

for quickly evaluatin g the advantages and disadvantages of various possible 

reflections. Since the stereographic projection used is centered on the 

s pecimen surface , the angular distance from the edge of the Wulf( net to 

the incident beam direction is the incident an ~le, cp. The r efore t.he 

illuminated area and the region of good resolution gene rally decrease in 

siz e as the incident beam direction moves toward the center of the net. 

Since the latte r two quantities also depend on the diffrac t e d beam direction, 

qualitative comparison of these properties is slightly more difficult but 

with practice can be done quite rapidly. Windows near the zero layer 

position are often desireable because increasing deviation from the zero

laye r condition is associated with increasing distortion of the image and 

decreasing r ef l ec ting area. Penetration depth increases with deviation 

from the zero-layer condition, so the image distortion and decreased area 

may be acceptable when greater pe netration depth is required. 

In addition t o being useful for quick qualitative comparison of 

various r eflections , the reflection loci plots arc useful for deriving 
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the angular information needed to calculate distortions, penetration depths, 

.:tnd image extinctions Since the diffracted beam direction for a ~iven 

incident beam direction can easily be derived irom the reflection loci 

plots the values of the parameters needed to ca l culate tlw d i.stortions and 

penetration depths for a ll possib l e reflectionr; arc cas Lly JTI(!<J.sured on 

the Wulff net . If Burgers vector d irections arc indicated on the projec t ion , 

the reflections which can be used for image extinction of dislocations with 

a given Burgers vector can eas ily be found . 

EQUIPMENT 

The great advantage of the B-B method is its flexibi lity. Once the 

possible problems arc unde rstood it become s r elatively easy to obtain 

good results in a wide variety of situations with simple equipment. The 

B-B camera arr angemeut is shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The e quipment includes 

the s pecimen ho lder goniomator (A), s tandard x-ray tube with co llimator 

slits (B), a nd fi lm holder (C). Additiona l equipment used fo r setting up 

for the expos ure is a fluorescent screen assembly (D) and a back r ef lec tion 

Laue' camera arrangement (E). 

Specimen Holder Goniometer 

The specimen holder goniometer provides two axes of rotation and one 

direction of translation. One of the rotation axes is pe rpendicular t o 

the observation surface of the specimen. The othe r axis (Bragg angle 

ad justment) is perpendicular to the first axis and to the inc ident beam 

direct i on. The axis of translation is perpendicular to th e inc i <.knt hea111 

and in the plane define d by the incident beam and the normal t o the 
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observation surface. The holder is constructed so thnt Lhe two axes of 

rotation and the incident x-ray beam intersect ·:1t a point at the center 

of the translation. The specimen is held so th:J.t the center of the, obser

vation surface nearly coincides with the intersection of tlte rotat1on 

axes. The two rotations provided are sufficient to allow the specimen to 

be orJ0nted for any possible Bragg reflection. 

It has been found that gear drives on these rotations are not 

necessary. We usc a very viscous grease in the bearing surfaces o( Lhe 

Bragg angle adjustment so that very slow angular motions may be maJe. The 

translation provides a means for fine adjustment of the position of the 

specimen in the x-ray beam. A drive may be coupled to this translation 

axis to move the specimen and film. This scanning drive is used when the 

diffraction geometry is such that only a small portion of the specimen 

will reflect. The entire goniometer assembly may be moved on the camera 

track to change the specimen to x-ray source distance. 

Tube and Collimator Slits 

The x-ray tube used was either a G.E. Ca8s or Machle tt A2. The 

x-ray tube is fitted with a special shutter assembly which holds a 

collimator tube and slits. The axis of the collimator tube makes an 

angle of about 6° with the plane of the x-ray focal spot (x- ray take-off 

angle). One side of the slit is movable to adjust the slit width. The 

position of the specimen relative to the slit is adjusted by means of the 

specimen holder translation described above. It should be emphasized 

here that the slits are used only to prevent the unused portions of the 

incident beam from fogging the film or causir.g a hazard to the operator. 

The B-B method does not require a collimated x-ray beam. 
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Film Holder 

The film cassett(~ is shown in Fig. 11. It i:; desi~ned so that no 

part of the cassette Lnterferes with positioning of the film close to the 

specimen. The front of the cassette is either a steel shim stock foil 

0. 025 mrn Lhick or an opaque polyethelene sheet 0. l2~ 111m Lhick. The former 

is used when an Fe filter is appropriate. When other filler materials 

arc desired a foil of the filter material is placed inside Lhe po]yethelene 

covered cassette. The tube on the cassette is attached Lo <J vacuum pump 

so that the front of the cassette is held tightly against the film. This 

makes it possible to position the film very clos~ to the specimen. 

The clamp which holds the casset te is provided with an axis o[ 

translation and an axis of rotation. The fi~n cassette is moved toward 

the specimen by a lead screw. This means of pos itioning the film minimizes 

the possibility of hitting the specimen with the film in the process of 

placing it close to the specimen. The rotation is provided because in 

some instances the specimen-to- film distance can be decreased by rotating 

the plane of the fi lm. 

The cassette clamp is usually attached to the camera track. Whe n 

scanning is necessary, the cassette clamp is attached to the translating 

portion of the specimen holder. 

Fluorescent Screen Assembly 

The fluorescent screen assembly replaces the film holder for the 

setting-up procedure. The assembly consists of a support and two 

fluorescent screens, one behind the specimen to intercept the direct beam, 

and one positioned to intercept the diffracted beam. The screens are 
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backed by lead to stop the x-rays. The specimEn is positioned in the beam 

and the slit width is set by observing the shadow of the specimen on the 

rear screen. The angular adjustments of the go>niometer are made so as to 

maximize the intensity of the diffracted beam observed on the fluorescent 

scre en. 

Laue' Camera 

It is not possible to take Laue ' patterns of the specimen with a 

standard camera arrangement after it is mounted on the goniometer because 

the goniometer assembly is too large. Therefore the special camera support 

was provided so that in-place Laue ' patterns can be obtained when they 

are needed. When the specimen surface is a known cyrstallographic plane 

and the reflection loci plot for that surface has been made, the desired 

reflection can be easily found by observing the reflections which fall on 

the fluorescent screen while angular adjustments of the specimen are made. 

The Laue ' camera is not needed in this case. 

Observation Surface Preparation 

Special care must be taken during the preparation of the observation 

surface of the crystal. The surface must be smooth on the scale of the 

x-ray penetration dept h if any significant length of dislocations is to 

be observed. The thickness of the oxide layer or other surface contamination 

must also be small compared to the x - ray penetration depth . Furthermore , 

6 - 2 
the dislocation density near the surface mus t be less than about 10 em 

or the dislocation images wil l overlap producing a uniform darkening of 

the photographic plate . This last requirement rules out the use of any 
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abrasive material for final preparation of this surface. We have found 

acid or elec trolytic machining techniques to be the mosl useful. A B-B 

photograph of a well-annealed carefully prepar~d metal specimen w_ll 

commonly reveal very few if any dislocations which lie para llel t•> the 

surface (except for lislocations in substructure). We have found Lhal 

dislocations can bes~ be introduced into a well-annea led specimen by 

making a light scratch on the observation surface. On Zn, Cu and Al 

specimens, scratches are usually made with an Al
2

0
3 

whisker loaded with 

50-500 mg. Scratches on Fe-3% Si are made with a diamond sty lus with a 

load of about 5 gm . 

Since the B-B method produces unmagnified photographs of a specimen 

it is often useful t<• magnify the photographs SOX or more. There fore a 

fine grained film is desireable. We have found Kodak High Resolution 

Plates (HRP) to have ample resolution for all our applications. The 

main drawback of these plates is the long exposure times they require. 

We usually develop these plates about twice as long as recommended by 

Kodak to decrease exposure times and increase contrast. We have also 

found Kodak Fine Grain Autoradiographic Stripping Plates, type AR. 10 to 

be useful. The resolution of these plates is lower than that of the HRP 

but it is sufficient for many applications. AR. 10 Plates require about 

1/15 the exposure of the HRP. These plates however are rather inconvenient 

in that the emulsion must be transferred to a new back. Rekordak Micro

File Film type 5455 (Eastman Kodak Co.) has about the same speed as the 

stripping plates and yields a slightly lower quality image. Kodak 
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IndusLrial X-Ray Film, type R, single coated, )s very useful for ob taining 

very fast preliminary photographs of a specimert. This fi Jm requires about 

1/80 the exposure of an HRP. Fig. 12 shows a comparison of the HRP, AR.lO, 

and type R emulsions. We have not tried any Ilford or Gevaert emulsions, 

so we cannot report on their relative merits. 

SUMMARY 

We have attempted to give an orderly prese ntation of the problems to 

be solved and the considerations to be made when applying the B-B 

technique t o any given situation. Perhaps a brief summary of the various 

steps is in order. 

The choice of an observation surface is usually dictated by considerations 

no t direc tly connec ted with the B-B technique. For example, to see 

dislocations in a mat~rial that does not form f:lip bands the observation 

s urface must be nearly parallel to a slip plane. A choice of radiation 

must then be made. If the material is o f low atomic number, the wave length 

that g i ves the best diffraction geometry can be sele cted. If the material 

is of higher atomic number like Zn, Cu or Fe then the choice must be made 

with a consideration of specimen fluorescence and the possibility of 

f iltration . Having selected an observation surface and a radiation (or 

perhaps several possible radiations) the reflection loci should be plotted. 

The loci can be used in the s e lection of the radiation (if the r e is a 

choice) , the r ef lecting plane and the incident beam direction. The 

possible i nc ident beam directions are those for which a clear angular 

window exis ts on the reflection loci plot through which only one reflecting 

cir c :e passes. The final choice of the incident beam direction must be 


